[Improvement of dissolution test using microdialysis method].
Dissolution testing is a core performance test in pharmaceutical development and quality control. Generally, the HPLC method uses the analysis of dissolution testing. In this study, we attempted to improve the dissolution test by using microdialysis methods. We also investigated the comparison of the conventional HPLC dissolution method (batch-sampling method) and the improved dissolution test (microdialysis method). Histamine H(2)-receptor antagonist cimetidine tablets (200 mg), which are used clinically and of which there are also some generic examples, were selected for this comparison, and the dissolution behavior of the tablets by the two methods were found to be similar. On the other hand, standard deviation in the microdialysis method was lower than that of the batch-sampling method. In addition, the microdialysis method can omit many steps such as the filtration, collection and replenishment of sample solutions, and is also able to accomplish continuous sampling of sample solutions. These findings provide significant information that can be used in the pharmaceutical development and quality control of original and generic products.